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Give of yourself
Students show importance of organ donation
in RAOIANA DUOT
NEWS EHTOI
Every year, more than 88,000 people
are on the waiting list for organ or
tissue donation. 27.000 of which actually
receive one.
The National Donor Sabbath, sponsored by JMU Hillel and JMU Students
for Ofcan and lissue Donation* was
held Thursday evening in order to
convey the benefits of donating organs
and tissue.
Crystal Ware, the community education coordinator for LifeNet, the
largest tissue and organ bank in the
United States, said many more people
are not on the waiting list because they
llf not sitk enough. In 2004, about
6,200 of the 88,000 people waiting for a
transplant died.
Ware, who has been with LifeNet
tor five years, has diabetes and asthma
and hopes she would be able to receive a
transplant if one was needed. Ware also
said that one person can save up to seven
people by donating major organs, which
includes the heart, lungs, liver, kidneys
and pancreas. "I know that it saves
lues,* Ware said. Ware said kidneys are
tht most common organ transplanted,
and tissue transplants include bone, skin
and tendons.
Senior Evin Shoap, president of
SOTD, spoke at the Sabbath as well.
He received ■ heart transplant at the
age of 15 due to a blood flow problem
he had experienced since he was 10
months old. Shoap was very ill from
time to time in high school, but did

not think of getting a transplant. "At
that time, my parents and I didn't
think a transplant was in my future,"
Shoap said.
After 66 days of wating in the hospital, Shoap finally received his transplant.
Although it may seem like a long
time, Shoap said he has known people
who have waited for up to nine montns.
On the day he received his transplant
he was unaware of the significance of
the day until he was refused the Subway
sandwich he requested for lunch.
The day of the transplant Shoap was
not allowed to eat anything, however,
he did not realize he was getting a new
heart that day, so he kept asking where
Ml food was.
When surgery is about to occur, a
patient may not eat anything beforehand.
"I tned to get Subway and they said no
about 50 more times," Shoap said.
Shoap took three montns to recover
from the transplant. He said, 'The rest
ot high school was pretty great," until
his senior year. Because of major heart
rejection by his body, which often occurs
when a foreign organ is transplanted.
Shoap went into a coma and was in the
hospital for seven months. However, bv
July 1, 2002, Shoap was out of the hospital for good.
Transplants of organ and tissue often
help many people live longer lives, in
addition to letting donors have the satisfaction *>f helping a person in need.
"A transplant would give them the
gift of life, just like it gave me," Shoap
said.

AMY PAThRSON'phtxo editor

Freshman Haath«r Ford takes an arm band at the National Donor Sabbath Thursday night In Transitions.

Seems like a wrong turn...

Professor's work
displayed in NYC
■V LAUREN SEARSON
CONTRIBUTING tVR/TfJt

added more record* and tract'
further generations
With
their
research
put
together, the two were able to
trace- I'risnlla's journey back to
when she was purchased by Caleb
Godfrey, captain of the slave ship
Hare. When the ship reached
Charleston, she was purchased by
Henry Laurens, who eventually
sold her to Elias Ball, Edward's
descendant.
"It took about 15 years for this
all to come together," Opala said.
When Opala found Polite,
a
seventhgeneration
descendent
of Pncilla. he
accompanied
her to Sierra

At the New York Histoncal
Society, a slavery research exhibit
displaying the work of a IM I- professor opened last Tuesday.
Titled "Finding Priscilla's
Children: The Roots and Branches
of Slavery," the exhibit focuses
on JMU historian Joseph Opala's
search for the descendant of a
10-year-old girl kidnapped into
slavery 249 years ago. He was
able to locate Mrs. Thomalind
Martin Polite of
Charleston, S.C,
Priscilla's
seventh-generation
descendant.
According to
Leone, where
Opala. "This was
she
met
a unique case
— Joseph Opala government
of being able to
JMl history professor officials
and
trace
Africancelebrations
Americans
were made in
through
her honor.
unbroken
"People received her as
records.
I just don't see
something like this happening family They believed she was
bringing the spirit of the little girl
again."
with her," Opala ssJd
While
teaching
at
the
This is the third homecoming
University of Sierra Leone, he
he has made possible. He has
was approached by Edward Ball
reunited the "Gullah" — people
in 19W, who was in the process
of wnting his book Slaves in the living in the coastal regions of
Family using records he had South Carolina and Georgia —
with those in Sierra Leone.
of his family's plantations in
Opala also worked with
Charleston. S.C Ball had a record
ot his ancestor purchasing a young architectural
historian
Gary
African-American >>irl, who was ( h.itrlain to create a video
which rebuilds the slave castle
originally from Sierra Leone.
on Bunce Island where Priscilla
Opala said .is .mother reason
was believed to have lived and
this M as a rare case. "We had three
the actual slave ship she traveled
forms of records: records from the
on. This was designed to give the
slave ship, records of sales and
records of the Balls' plantations."
audience, "Priscilla's view of what
it would've been like to be in that
Ball had been able to loofc
prison and taken out to be put on
Priscilla's grandson of
four
K.-nrrations ' ,md in 2003 Opala
the slave ship," he said.

It took about 15 years
for this all to come
together.
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Early Thursday, Nov. 10 a vehicle accldently took a soggy detour and ended-up In Newman Lake.

One20 stresses credit attention
BV SHARON SCHIIT
HMOS WRITE K

SGA is launching One20 Empowerment
Campaign this week, in hopes of making
students aware of their educational progress at JMUThe goal of the campaign is to help
students become more aware of the
McatMTV *teps to fulfill all academic
requirements in order to graduate in a
timelv manner.
Tne campaign began with eight SGA
members wanting to make the information more accessible to students. In
response, they created the One20 tasktor. »■. headed by senior Student Body
President Wcsli Spencer.

"A lot of students weren't taking the
responsibility of their education into their
own hands'," Spencer said. "We want to
help create responsible individuals '
The campaign will give detailed information about how to find degree progress reports, deadlines for the ISST tests,
graduation requirements, advising information and additional tips to prompt
students to make these steps sooner in
their academic career. The information
can be found on table tents that will be
updated weekly, as well as posters and
fliers around campus.
'The earlier students start, the better
ott they are, maybe even prevent staying
an extra semester," Spencer said.
Another goal of the One20 campaign

is to strengthen relationships between students and advisors. The campaign wants
to push students to meet their advisers
halfway to discuss their current plans and
future endeavors.
"We want students to think about the
120 credits needed to graduate and how
they will map it out." Spencer said.
"Putting all the information out there
sends a different message when it comes
from students," Spencer added.
Junior Ryan Powell, vice president of
administrative affairs and member of the
One20 task force, said they hope to Itadl
all students in the campaign, regardless of
their year
'The idea of the campaign is that it
works for every student," he said.

UPB announces fall concert
Convo show lineup features three indie-rock groups
The University Program
Board announced Thursday
afternoon that Phantom Planet
would be headlining their fall
Convocation concert, scheduled
for Nov. 29.
Motion City Soundtrack and
The Juliana Theory will be performing as well Senior Jamie
lov UPB's director of Media
and Public Relations, said UPB
holds one concert per semester In the Convocation Ctnttt
in addition to two Wilson Hall

concerts.
Fox said planning for each
concert begins at the beginning of
the semester and a number of factors go into deciding which bands
will perform. "First of all. there is
a survey conducted each year; we
are currently working on one tor
next semester," Fox said.
"The results of the survey are
taken into account when looking over the list of available and
touring artists each semester
We then make a proposal to a

number of artists, and depending on how the artist's schedule
fits with available Convocation
Center dates, that will determine
who will be the artists performing here," Fox added.
UPB co-sponsors other
events during the year, including Late Night Breakfast,
JMUbilee and the Talent Jam.
Later this month they will
be working with the Office
of Residence Life to hold the
S'More Music Festival.

Delta Chi
5k for
Juvenile
Diabetes
Bruce Halpln, a JMU parent,
finishes first In the Delta Chi
Walk tor Juvenile Diabetes
with a time of 16:43.
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College Bands Live on stage every Tuesday

Attendants.

HrciNe FOR SKI SEASON
December through March

Massanuttcn Resort
Rental

Shop Ailendanls.

Instructors. Snow

Equipment Operators!.

Cashiers,

and

Hiring lor day. night, full-time,

part-lime and weekends.

SKI FREE
FRI I Mid-wwk & night skiing, rental equipment, and
lessons with a 20 hour per week work schedule

Stop by the Ski Office M-F, 9:00am - 4:30pm
to fill out an application.
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For More Information:

All shows 11 £ up. •5.00 cover
(1 I surcharge) Poors open at 7pm. For wore
information please call the Mainstreet Concert Line
at 433-Main (6246) Students please cut and save.
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Telephone Operators.

Tuesday n/29

Tuesday 11/22
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Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinion9hotmail.com

(iroomcrs (Heavy

'Face to Glass'' with
quest 'Inconsequence'
& 'Annie's Tragedy'

'Street Legal"

Sports Desk:
(540) 568-6709
breezesports 9hotmail.com

Now taking applications lor I.ill Ailendanls. Tubing Park
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Tuesday 11/15

Arts and Entertainment Desk:
(540)568-3151
breezearts&hotmail. com

MISSION

■ How to place a :!■■■»id Go
to ivww. (hebr9aze.org and cfcck on
the deasalod link or come into Vie
office weekdays between 8 a m and
5pm
■ Cost $5 00 for the first 10 words.
S3 for each additional 10 words.
boxed classified. $10 per column
inch
■ Deadknes noon Friday for Monday
issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday
issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in
advance m The Sreeze office

Specialty Advertising
Executive:
Ashley Del Ponte
Ads Design Manager
Jess Woodward
Ad Designers:
Kevan Macrver
Tyler Adams
Kelly Pedersen
Knsten Blanco

Advertising Department:
(540) 568-6127

Psychology Peer Advisors
Psychology Majors What to know more about capstone
courses and independent studies? Come check out Psychology Peer Advising's symposia on Monday. Nov 14 at 7pm m
Taylor Hall, room 302 Questions' Contact peer aoVise.

Number of drunk in publics since Aug 2S 40

Mailing address:
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WXJM presents Hail Social. The Firebird Band. Jet by Day
and Sky-Pilots at Cups To Go on Monday, Nov 14 The show
starts ai 8 p m and costs $5 Foe more information, call
x83425 or go to wxjmradio.com

A JMU student reported damage to the rear driver's side
glass of a vehicle parked in the C5 Lot Nov 8 between
1 45 and 7:25 p.m.
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Contact Us
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday
mornings and distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local Harnsonburg
community Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Nathan Chiantella. editor
Main Telephone:
(540)568-6127

Events Calendar

WXJM

Property Damage
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A JMU student reported the theft of a wallet containing
credit cards, debit cards, driver's license and cash from
an unsecured area Nov 9 at 6:30 p.m.
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A JMU sludenl reported the theft of a JAC Card Irom an
unsecured area in UREC Nov 7 between 6 and 7 p m
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Archaeologist unearths Jamestown Cheney adviser's

testimony raises
uncertainties

•V CAMIE MllHlEMAN
CONTRIBUTING MUTES

The identificalion of skeletal remains of
Jamestown's first leader. Capt. Bartholomew
Gosnold, was just one of the things an archeologist specializing in early American history spoke
of on the rediscovery of Jamestown and other
projects to come on Wednesday, Nov. 9 in the
Festival Conference and Student Center.
William M. Kelso is director of archaeology for the Association for the Preservation of
Virginia Antiquities in Jamestown, Va. He has
served as the director of archaeology at Colonial
Williamsburg's Carter's Grove Plantation and at
both of Thomas Jefferson's homes. Additionally,
he has acted as commissioner of archaeology for
the Virginia Historic landmarks Commission.
Kelso's efforts with the APVA at Jamestown
began in 1993, where he has been working to
locate the real James Fort on Jamestown Island.
His speech began with an extended trailer
from the upcoming film The New World." which
employs the recent research done at Jamestown in
designing its set, weapons, armor and tools.
"This film is going to be really good," Kelso
said. "You could say that archaeologists keep their
hands in the ground too much to notice things
like this, but I'm very impressed with the set. The
buildings are very accurate."
Kelso continued with a brief history lesson, debunking common misconceptions on the
Jamestown settlement and its location.
"People often mistake Jamestown for
Plymouth or the Lost Colony. We're going to dig
(.imestown out from under Plymouth Rock, so to
speak," Kelso said.
Krko's dig in Jamestown officially began in
1994 in an attempt to finally unearth America's
birthplace and to find the original James Fort,
which was believed to be lost.
"I had a staff of one — myself," Kelso said.
"With my shovel. I began digging in an area
where it looked like there could be something. In
the first shovelful I found a 16th-century-old piece
of pottery. 1 must have looked like a golfer lost in
the rough when spectators asked me what I was
doing. I told them 'I'm finding James Fort.'"
It took years to develop an image of what the
fort could have looked like. A huge amount of
artifacts such as armor, coins and pewter water
Citchcrs had been left in the area Kelso and
is team excavated. Kelso added that wntU'n
documents, many of which were provided by
Capt. John Smith, confirmed the location. "The
artifacts were old enough, military enough to
make this area the fort. John Smith wrote a lot of
the surviving documents, which could be why
he plays such an important role in folklore. It's

■Y CAROL LEONNIC
AND JIM VANDFHFI
THE WASHINGTON POST

EVIN SHOAP/mwor pbolofrapt*!
Archaeologist William Kelao apeak* to a group of student* on Wednesday
evening. HI* finding* from Jamestown will serve as a focal point for
Virginia's 2007 celebration, marking the 400th anniversary of the landing
at Jamestown.
like he wrote a movie and stars in it
himself," Kelso said.
In addition to the artifacts found,
Kelso also spoke of features like wells,
fort walls, postholes and cellars that
Croved the fort's existence. Graves
ave also been discovered, prompting
tests to determine the causes of the
inhabitants' deaths — the least they
could do in compensation for disturbing their resting places, Kelso said.

"Ifs one thing to touch the past,
but completely another to touch the
people who lived it," Kelso said.
Kelso's work has led to the rediscovery of James Fort and its actual
location. Further work is to be done,
as identification of burial remains is
pending and an "archaeorium" for displaying artifacts is being completed.
Artifacts will be ready for public
display on May 12, 2006.

RMH starts heart disease campaign
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital will be holding a campaign to disperse information on
ways to prevent heart disease.
The event will take place on Nov.
16, 18 and 21 in Transitions
The hospital decided to start
the campaign because heart disHN is the leading cause of death
in America and nearly 2,600
Americans die of cardiovascular
disease every day — an average
of one death every 34 seconds.
"We
hope to
promote
awareness and help students
realize that they need to start
taking steps now to help prevent heart disease later in life,"
said junior Christine Platz, an
intern for RMH's Marketing and
Communications Department.
During the event, the hospital will also be collecting money
to used for RMH's heart related
equipment needs and educational outreach programs for preventing heart disease in women.
LAUREN PACX/an direciuc
Every student who donates over
a dollar will receive a red RMH
Kike Heart" wristband.
All those who are interested can also receive information about heart
disease without donating.
—from staff reports

Suggested tips
for healthy living
"Everyday choices" is a program sponsored by
the American Heart Association, American Cancer
Society and the American Diabetes Association to
promote ways people can make small changes in
their lives that can positively impact their health.
On their Web site, they list the following ways
to help prevent heart disease, cancer and diabetes:

— Eating healthy — One of the most important
things a person can do to protect themselves from
one of these diseases is to watch wl >at they eat - and
how much they eat.
— Regular exercise — Being physically active
for at least 30 minutes for five or more days a week
can help reduce the risk.
— Don't smoke — Smoking causes almost onethird of all cancer deaths and one-fifth of deaths
from heart disease and stroke. It also complicates
diabetes. The health benefits of stopping smoking
are immediate and long-lasting.
— See your doctor — A doctor can help a person stay healthy by helping prevent screen and
treat illnesses.

FDA urges change in condom labels
BY JOHANNA NEUMAN
AND RlCARDO ALONSO-ZALDIVA*

tos ANGELES TIMES
Against a background of pressure
from social conservatives, the Food and
Drug Administration is recommending a
new series of labels for condoms, warning that they "greatly reduce, but do not
eliminate" the risk of some sexually transmitted diseases.
Although little noticed by the general
public, the issue of condom labeling has
become another battleground in the nation's culture wars.
. Social conservatives have been working in Congress and elsewhere to press their
contention that unwarranted reliance on condoms encourages promiscuous behavior and
can contribute to the spread of disease; many
in this camp advocate abstinence on medical and moral grounds. Many public health
groups, as well as birth control advocacy
groups such as Planned Parenthood, argue
that adding caveats to condom labels could
discourage their use and thus increase the
likelihood of unprotected sex.
The guidelines mandate that within 12
months of final approval, all labels contain
several new warnings, including this one:
"When used correctly every time you have
sex, latex condoms greatly reduce, but do
not eliminate, the risk of pregnancy and the

risk of catching or spreading HIV, the virus that causes AIDS." Previously, the FDA
warning labels on condoms warned only of
allergic reactions to latex.
Tne FDA proposal was posted on the
FDA's Web site Thursday. It will be lufcftd
to a 90-day public comment period. After
that, the FDA is expected lo adopt new
guidelines on consumer information labels
for condom boxes and toil packages.
AlUiough the proposal appeared to represent an attempt at compromise, neither
camp was entirely satisfied, in part because
the condom issue involves social policv as
well as science.
"It has taken the FDA five years to issue
these simple guidance regulations for condom labels, despite the fact that the scientific
consensus has long recognized that condi mis
do not provide effective protection" lulnM
certain sexually transmitted diseases, said
Sen. Tom Cobum, R-Okla., a medical doctor
and advocate of abstinence before marriage
who first championed the review when he
was in the House.
"We consulted with other agencies, we
reviewed findings, we evaluated hundreds
of scientific studies," said FDA spokesman
Yier Shi. "A thorough review takes time."
Indeed, the FDA's extensive had been mandated by an amendment Coburn attached
to an appropriations bill that PrvM.hni
Clinton signed in 2000.

Shepherd Smith, president of the Virginia-based Institute for Youth Development,
said that condoms "have been hyped as offering protection. That isn't the truth." Smith
said the new labels would be a welcome step
"When we see messaging to kids that says 'Be
safe, use a condom,' we-don't think that's an
honest message," he said.
And Dr. Tom Fitch, a pediatrician who
is chairman of the board of the Texas-based
Medical Institute for Sexual Health, hailed
the proposed regulations, saying that the
FDA's new language is important because
condoms used consistently can prevent
HIV in 90 percent of cases, but for other
sexually transmitted diseases, condoms
"may not help,"
Cullins said her initial reading was that
the FDA is "moving in the right direction"
by proposing labels "based on science." But
she expressed concern that the new labeling
"underplays the importance of condoms in
preventing sexually transmitted diseases.
In another part of the new labels, the
FDA wants manufacturers to warn that the
spermicide non-oxynol-9 can irritate the
vagina, which "may increase the risk of getting HIV/AIDS from an infected partner."
Based on the same studies that prompted
the FDA to warn away from the product,
Cullins said. Planned Parenthood already
has stopped distributing condoms containing N-9 spermicide.

In the opening days of the CIA
leak investigation in early October
2003, FBI agents working the case
already had in their possession a
wealth of valuable evidence. There
were White House phone and visitor logs which clearly documented
the administration's contacts with
reporters.
And they had something that
law enforcement officials would
later descnbe as their "guidebook"
for the opening phase of the investigation: the daily, diary-like notes
compiled by I. Lewis "Scooter"
Libby, then Vice President Dick
Cneney's chief of staff, that chronicled crucial events inside the White
House in the weeks before the identity of CIA operative Valene Plame
was publicly disclosed.
The investigators had much
of this information before they sat
down with libby on Oct. 14,2003,
and first heard from him what
prosecutors now allege was a demonstrably false version of what
happened. Ijbby said, when he
told other reporters about the QA
operative and her marriage to Iraq
war critic Joseph C Wilson IV, he
believed he had first teamed the
information from Tim Russert of
NBC News and was meielypassing
along journalistic hearsay. This was
an explanation made dubious by
Libby's own notes, which showed
he previously had learned about
Plame from his boss, Cheney.
In the aftermath of Libby's
recent five-count indictment, this
curious sequence raises a question of motives that hangs over
the investigation: Why would an
experienced lawyer and government official such as Libby leave
himself so exposed to prosecutor
Patrick Fitzgerald?
Libby, according to Fitzgerald's
indictment, gave a false story to
agents and, later, to a grand jury,
even though he knew investigators had his notes, and presumably knew that several of his White
IftHist- tollcigiii's li.Kl .iln-.idv jm>
vided testimony and documentary
evidence that would undercut his
story. And his interviews with the
FBI in October and two appearances before the grand jury in March
2004 came at a time when there
were dear signs that some of the
reporters with whom Libbv discussed Plame could soon be freed
to testify.
To critics, the timing suggests
an attempt to obscure Cheney's
role, and possibly his legal culpability. The vice president is shown
by the indictment to be aware of
and interested in Plame and her
QA status long before her cover
was blown.
In addition, Cheney advised
Libby on a media strategy to counter Plame's husband, former ambassador Wilson, according to a
person familiar with the case.
"This story doesn't end with
Scooter libby's indictment" said
Senate Minority 1-eader Harry Reid,
D-Nev, giving voice to widespread
Democratic hopes about the outcome of Fitzgerald's case. "A lot
more questions need to be answered
by the White House about the actions of ICheney | and his staff."
But to Libby's defenders, the
timing of Libby's alleged lies supports his claims of innocence. They
say it would be supremely ilkigical
for an intelligent and highly experienced lawyer to mislead the FBI
or grand jury if he knew the jurors
had evidence that would expose
his falsehoods Libby, tiSey say, is
guilty of nothing more than a foggy memory and recollections that
differ, however dramatically, from
those of several witnesses in the
nearly two-year-old investigation.
"People have different memories," said lawyer Victona Toensing, a Justice Department official
in the Reagan administration. She
said the fact that Fitzgerald did not
indict on the enme he set out to
investigate — illegal disclosure of
classified evidence — supports the
conclusion that no such crime tixjk
place. Fitzgerald has said he could
not make such a determination because his inquiry was obstructed
by Libby's deceptions.
Even if Fitzgerald shows beyond a reasonable doubt that Libby's version of events is wrong, he
also must prove the former Cheney
aide lied on purpose. But many
lawyers and several White House
aides said the case against libby
appears strong — and has the potential to embarrass other administration officials if it goes to trial.
The case was prompted by
Plame's name being publicized by
columnist Robert I > Novak on Jury
14, 2003. Eight days earlier Wilson

had publicly criticized the Bush administration for allegedly twisting
intelligence to rustify the Iraq war.
Wilson and his allies claimed Bush
officials publicly identified Plame
as payback for his dissent
Libby is the only White House
official charged in the case. Karl
Rove, the president's deputy chief
of staff and top political adviser,
remains under investigation tor
providing misleading statements
about his role in the leaking ol
Plame's identity.
William Jeffreys Jr„ one of Libby's lawyers, declined to comment
on the case. So did Fitzgerald's
spokesman, Randall Sambom.
But the emerging case against
Libby is bringing more about
Fitzgerald's investigation into public view. In October 2003, agents
interviewed several administration
officials, who described conversations they had with Libby about
Plame in June and early July of
2003. Cumulatively during Fitzgerald's probe, four officials said they
mentioned Plame to libby, investigators found; three others said
Libby mentioned her to them.
i his testimony makes the story
Libby offered during his first FBI
interview look suspicious. He said
he believed he first learned about
Plame on July 10 or July 11,2003, in
a conversation with Russert. libby
said he was surprised to learn of
Plame's connection to Wilson. To
Fitzgerald's team, libby did not
seek to deny that he had learned
about the Plame link from Cheney
— as revealed by Libby's notes —
but simply said it had slipped his
mind that the vice president was
an earlier source of the information
than Russert, lawyers familiar with
the case said.
Even early in the investigation, two key people were publicly known at the time to nave
been interviewed by the FBI: Ari
Heischet, then-White House press
secretary, and Catherine Martin,
a Cheney press aide. Martin had
learned about Plame's employment at the CIA from another
senior government official, the
indictment say*, and told I ibln
sometime in late June or the first
week of July. Fleischer reportedly
told investigators that at a lunch
* m Monday, July 7,1 Jbby told him
that Wilson's wife worked at the
GA and that the information was
not widely known.
Fitzgerald, in announcing the
indictment two weeks ago, called
attention to this conversation
with Fleischer to show how improbable he regarded libby's account: "What's important about
that is that Mr. libby ... was telling Mr. Fleischer something on
Monday that he claims to have
learned on Thursday."
Libby's defense must also
reckon with his own notes. Lawyers familiar with the case said in
general his notes do not recount the
details of conversations and do not
specificallv contradict his account
to investigators. Usually the notes
explain with whom he met each
day. One remarkable exception
was when he chronicled a meeting
with his boss on or about June 12.
in which libby wrote that Cheney
told him that he learned from the
CIA that Wilson's wife worked at
the agency.
But when libby was called
to answer Fitzgerald's questions
under oath before the grand jury
on March 5 and March 24, 2004,
he stuck to the story he had given
in October. He repeated that he
believed he had learned the information from a reporter and had
forgotten Cheney had told him
about Plame. He explained that
he had not thought the material
was classified because reporters
knew it. But Fitzgerald pressed
libby — and not so subtly raised
the specter of a cover-up. "And let
me ask you this directly," Fitzgerald said
"Did the fact that you knew
that the law could ... turn on where
you learned the information from
affect your account for the FBI —
when you told them that you were
telling reporters Wilson's wife
worked at the CIA but your source
was a reporter rather than the vice
president?" libby denied it: "No,
ifs a fact It was a fact that's what
I told the reporters."
After lengthy court battles
over journalists' duty to testify
in the case — including several
contempt citations by a tnal court
judge, appeals to the Supreme
Court and one reporter's jailing
— Fitzgerald got all the reporters' testimony that he had sought.
Russert, Time magazine reporter
Matthew Cooper and Judith
Miller of the New York Times all
testified about conversations with
Libby. AH contradicted Libby.
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COME HEAR

Ra'anan Gissin
SENIOR ADVISOR TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF ISRAEL

Tuesday, November 15th
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
7:00 PM
(Doors open at 6:30 PM)
NO BAGS ALLOWED

James Madison University

•romote dialogue on freedom
lemocracy and human rights
■ rSKAEL
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Caravan for Democracy
WELLNESS
PASSPORT
EVENT
Caravan for Democracy is co-sponsored by
JMU Hillel, The Nelson Institute for International & Public Affairs

Register or find out more:

www.caravanfordemocracy.org or call 800-969-5585 x247
Register online or at the door. Photo ID required
Caravan for Democracy drives constructive dialogue on college campuses throughout the United States by bringing
different speakers from Israel to discuss the challenges Israel faces as the only democracy in the Middle East.

CARAVAN
for DEMOCRACY

f ♦ Brae! and America: Sharing hopes Sharing values -k)

Caravan for Democracy is supported by:
|>^« Israel
l^J I Advoc
Advocacy &

^^ I Education
w^VfT ^P31*1116111 MEDIAWATCH
NIfRNATlONAl

www.caravanfordemocracy.org
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JMU Students

Don't Smoke.

Mck up a FREE Red Bracelet or "DriNft"
on the Commons. NOV. 14-17, llam-2pm
and show your support in...

The Great American Smokeout
Thanh yowJMU Studenty,
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NEW * USED CDs • DVDs • games • MOVELT1ES • VINYL • books • VIDEOS • FREE special orders
music accessories • magazines • INDIES k imports • HARD-TO-FIND HUSK • open 7 days!
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SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES!
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ALSO MIL- the 30th Anniversary of Bruce Springsteen's Born
to Run. Carrie Underwood. U2's Vertigo 2005 DVO. R. Kelly, the
Walk the Line soundtrack, two new Roots collections, and more!
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ACROSS
I Change for a
five
5 Fuss
8 Drescher or
Tarkenlon
12 Musical
14 Mysterious
character
15 Lots of
power?
16 Lab heater
17 Say it's okay
18 Result
20 Burn with
steam
23 "Wheel of
Fortune"
option
24 Cather's
"One of -"
25 Jersey Joe of
boxing fame
28 Lanka lead-in
29 First sign of
spring
30 Short jaunt
32 Sinclair
Lewis's

^M

43

44

45

46

1151

DOWN
1 A bit of
resistance?
2 Dundee denial
36 Blase?
3 Work unit
4 One-digit sizes,
37 Beethoven
piece
maybe
40 Conger, e.g.
5 M.D.'s study
6 Morse morsel
41 Asset
42 Pear variety
7 One of a
47 "- She Sweet?"
record-setting
48 One in the NPR
birth
audience
8 California raisin
venue
49 Bryophyte
50 Previous to
9 "The Sultan of
Swat"
51 Time for
decisive action
lOPartofA.D.
II Tidy
13 Still unpaid
19 Snapshots
20 "Mayday!"
21 Restrain
22 Sutherland solo
23 Former states?
25 Like DVDs
that can have
data added
26 Dull sound
27 One of Hamlet's
conformist
34 Cigar exporter
35 Wood strip

options
29 Blind as
31 Tablet
33 Explosions
34 Named
36 Blackheads lead
Joan
37 Undesired
e-mail
38 Hodgepodge
39 "Sound of
Music" extras
40 Gaelic
43 Football filler
44 Conclusion

45 Earl Grey, e.g.
46 Take a whack at

For today's
answers
check out
www.thebreeze.org

Donate plasma
,
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The gift you give this
year could be 111 6*

CLOMCjfiJrlAtJ

rSerJe-e. flicks

First Time Donors
Present thrt coupon on your first vhlt

1

firneriayn

Donate plasma.
It's easy & simple.

Receive up to $200
a month and give life
to patients in need.

^BioLife

540-801-0672
269 Lucy Drive
Harrison burg. VA 22801

w.jmu.edu/recreatig

QT

more Information
call: X8B734
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"Insert your dorm *
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Urec's first Wallyball tournament is coming up
Oils weekend. Ask your RA about your dorm's
^ Urec Rep, and form your team today!
Date: Sunday Nov. 20
Time: ipm-4pm
Location: UREC racketball courts
The Prize: Super cool 'winner' shirts, a pbsa
party, and bragging rights for the remainder of
the year. ^ U fa tfie oW
^^_^^^
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OPINION

Molly Liltle. Editor
breezeopinion@hnlmail.com
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Robertson, check,
not wreck yeself
1-od's hype man, Pat Robertson, is
once again throwing around threats of
damnation and natural disaster in response to the recent election in Dover,
Pa., in which school board members
learned a first-hand lesson in natural selection as they were ousted after trying
to introduce "intelligent design" school
curriculum.
Robertson, who broadcasts his television program The 700 Club" from
here in Virginia, gave a heads-up to the
small community on the other side of the
Mason-Dixon Line, warning, "If there is
a disaster in your area, don't rum to God,
you [ust rejected Him from your city."
I his is not the first time Robertson
has thrown around threats as he warned
the city of Orlando, Fla, that their decision to allow homosexual organizations
display rainbow flags would put them
at nsk for humcanes, earthquakes and
terrorist bombings. More recently, he
called tor the assassination of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez.
Gee, wonder what the Gulf Coast
did wrong.
Intelligent design states that there
exists certain forms in nature that are
too complex to have evolved through
natural selection, these gaps an? filled in
In ,i "designer."
Aside from making biology tests

far too easy as a student could fill in
"God" for just about any answer, the
notion of implementing intelligent design in school blatantly disrupts the
separation of church and state. Though
no specific god is mentioned as the designer, it still has a religious connotation and is therefore inappropriate for
public education.
There's that and then there is the
fact that this basis of education ignores
scientific evidence and would be an
enormous step back to the Dark Ages.
It is only proper to teach what it
known, and faith, regardless of its importance, has no place in school, in science, everything must be supported by
evidence, and even the strongest belief
must be proven in order to be accepted
and taught.
With each passing day, we learn
more about the world around us as
technology advances. Religion is an integral part of many lives, but it must be
left out of science.
Robertson must check his rants, regardless of how strong he believes in
a cause, as any fundamental action is
dangerous. The more he flaps away on
how the Good Lord will go-a-smite'n
on those who deviate from the pillars
of Christianity, the more he will alienate
reasonable, religious folk.

THK WRITING ON THK WALL

Riots in France forcing country to evaluate internal racism
W%

BRIAN GOODMAN
-l\U »• W'iVTFR

I must admit, when I first heard about the
rioting in the suburbs of Paris, I was mildly
amused.Not that I'm barbaric or anything like
that; it's just that, like Parking Services or Ted
Kennedy, whenever one gets the chance to criticize France, the law mandates that they do.
So when the pictures of burning cars began to
cross the lake, I just assumed that "Saturday
Night Live" would have another opportunity
to make fun of those cheese-swelling surrender
monkevs Bui nearly 7,000 burned-out yehicles
later, it's iust not funny anymore.
In fact If sacutely tragic, (or the three weeks
of mils have tinalU axpMfd I railCt I >;re.Uest

problem since hygiene. And I'm not referring
to the Nazis; the French already showed them
who is boss.
Rather, I am referring to racism, the dark underbelly of the Republic. For such a progressive
nation, particularly one so vociferously critical
of the United States, there is a pervasive undercurrent of intolerance running throughout the
country.
Pot the last few decades, France has seen ,i
veritable explosion of legal and illegal immigration, primarily from North African Islamic
countries to which France has colonial ties. But
while the French Constitution ensures equality
to all, the immigrants quickly discover that the
I ten. h are nut as welcoming II they were to
thf Germans. They are relegated to the slum-

my suburban outskirts of urban centers, with
little access to education, employment or entertainment.
This is possible only because the French
have adopted what conservatives in the United
States have been demanding for years: a colorblind constitution. Their vaunted principles of
liberty tgalitt, fraternity have been accepted by
many to mean that ethnicity and religion are
not the business of the state, and therefore are
not to be seen by the state. Therefore, discrimination has been able to flourish, because there
is no way to officially combat racial and religious inequities where race and religion does
not officially exist.
During the immigration boom a good century ago in the United States — the target of
much of France's swill-filled chagrin — the
culture itself was dramatically changed. Not
to Mi that much of the pattern was any different than it currentlv is in France; most of the
immigrants who made it through Ellis Island
were consigned to ghetto neighborhoods in
the poorest urban areas and were the constant
HlbMCtl of overt racism. Yet by sheer force of
will and numbers, these immigrants managed
to dramatically transform the face of American
culture, in large part because our culture was
historically young and therefore still malleable.
But in France, as The New York Times stated,
"The concept of French identity remains rooted

deep in the country's centuries-old culture, and
a significant portion of the population has yet to
accept the increasingly multiethnic makeup of
the nation. Put simply, being French, for many
people, remains a baguette-and-beret affair."
Nevertheless, it is not primarily the hardworking Muslim immigrants who are now rebelling against the system that has pushed them
to the outskirts — literally and figuratively
— who are now rioting. It is their children. This
Generation of secular Muslim teenagers does not
it into their parents tightly knit communities,
held together by both race and religion. Nor do
they fit into the predominately white and secularly Catholic country. These teens are literally
left adrift in a cultural no man's land, making
them ripe targets for not only drugs and crime,
but increasingly radical anti-Western Islam.
It is hard for us Americans to comprehend
the gravity of the situation, partly because it is
hard for us to imagine how a government can
let noting continue for two weeks before declaring a state of emergency and deploying troops
— the National Guard would have shut it down
in less time than it takes a Frenchman to finish a
bottle of wine. But our snooty quasi-ally is sick,
indeed, and only Uie coming weeks and months
will determine if the French can cure the disease
of racism rather than just imposing a curfew to
treat the symptoms.
Brian Goodman is a junior communications major.
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E-mail dans and pats ft brrr-jd/tahatmaLcom.
Dans i Patsarendi
nanmomly and primed an a space callable basis SabmlssUm are based upon one person i opinion ufaiHm summon, perxm or event and dorm necessariti reflect the ma*
A "thanks-for-bringing-'Mmmm.Bop'-back-lo-JrHlj" pat to the girls next door who
loudly played the song at their party Saturday night.
From an exhausted water polo player who needed the laugh after a rough day of games.
An "l-guess-you-weren't-clean-enough" dart to person that decided to use my entire
bottle ol Dove body wash and squirt it around my bathroom Friday night at my party.
From a angry birthday girl who wants you to never show your face at my apartment again.
A "way-to-make-the-walk-of-shame-with-pride" pat to the girl walking home on Friday morning wearing nothing but a men's button up shirt and some disheveled hair.
From an ippmkUm onlooker whose hungover walk to work was made more easier after seeing
your walk home.
A -remove luad-from-sphincter" dart to the person who erased my name off the treadmill sign up board at URKC while I was working out.
From an irritated junior who does not entoy having her workout interrupted by angry people
who think she didn't sign up for her treadmill.
An "I've-never-laughed-harder" pat to the four guys who drove by Market One, all
riding the same moped while wearing furry Davy Crocket hats.
From two junior girls who have never laughed so hard and thank you for completely makint
their day.
'
An "l-can't-think-of-a-worse-compilation-of-bands" dart to the UPB considering how
long it took to plan this concert.
from a person who appreciates your choice in mainstream artists and who thinks the UPB
spends its budget worse then Tyrone Biggums.
A "thanks-for-saving-my-ass-and-face-and-pnde" pat to the two girls at UREC who
turned off my treadmill when I lost my balance and was hanging from the bar while it
spun out of control.
from a sophomore who was glad you were the only two who saw and saved me before my face
got pummeled by the spinning rubber
A "who-the-deuce-are-you" dart to the random guy who walked in my unlocked
apartment while I was getting frisky with my boyfriend.
from a letlior who is glad you somehow didn't take the air out of our proverbial tires.
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Editorial policies

The Office of Health Promotions is putting together the Great American SmokeOut week Nov. 14
through 18. This is an effort to reduce the amount of smokers on [Mil's campus and to promote healthy
habits. As a part of this week, UPB and CMSS is helping to bring in Renee Hicks, a comedian who is a
survivor of lung cancer. She thinks that she developed this disease as a result of being in smoky clubs
and bars. On Monday, Nov. 14, she is going to be in the Festival Center Ballroom at 8 p.m., discussing
her experiences using her comic routine. 1 wanted to urge |MU students to attend this event as a way to
educate themselves on second-hand smoke. This issue seems very pressing to us nght now because of
the policies of making smoking inside illegal in more and more cities throughout our country. Go and
make your own decision on this issue.
Megan Bucknum, senior
political science and geography major
UPB Director ol Issues and Cultural Awareness

Responses to all articles and opinions published in Ihe hVwve are welcome and encouraged. Letters
should be no longer than 250 words, must include a phone number tor verification and can bee-mailed to
txee/eaptnion«botm.iilrum c» mailed to MSC 6805 Cl, Anthony-Seeger Hall, Hamsonburg, VA 22807. 7he
Breeze reserves the right to edit all submissions fix length or nr.inuaiin.il style.
7he /louse editorial reflects the opinion ol the edtonal board a* a tshole. and a not necessity Ih? opinion ol ay tndMdujI slifl

HWIIOK oflht Bnm

Miaul Board
Natrun ChiantelU. edfinr m chief
Kmten Given, managinfiedffoi
MoKy Uttle. opinion edun
The opinions in this section do not necessarily (effect the opmon nt the newspaper, the slxl. or larnes Malison Unrvnity

Police caution holiday drivers
I he National Highway Traffic Safety Administration projects as many as 567 highway fatalities could
occur nationwide during the heavily traveled 2005 Thanksgiving holiday weekend.
That is why Hanisonburg Police Department is joining with other national. State and local highway
safety and law enforcement officials this Thanksgiving to strongly remind all holiday travelers, drivers
and passengers to always buckle up — every trip, every time.
I hanksgiving weekend kicks off one of the nation's busiest travel seasons of the year, as families and
friends begin to gather for the first of many year-end holidays.
Although a record 82 percent of Americans now wear their safety belts while riding or driving in vehicles, up from 58 percent in 1994. too many people still do not. According to NHTSA, 31,693 passenger
vehicle occupants died in crashes during 2004 — and more than half of those killed were not wearing
their safety belts at the time of the crash.
Too many people, especially teens, young male drivers (age 18 to 34) and pickup truck drivers still
take the attitude "it will never happen to me," but fatal crashes can happen, they do happen, and unfortunately, they will happen this Thanksgiving weekend.
That is why Harrisonburg Police will be working aggressively this holiday season to remind everyone that safety belt use is still the single most effective way to protect yourself, as well as those you love,
in a crash, by performing checkpoints and saturation patrols.
Thanksgiving is a great time to remind all family members at the table to Buckle Up — Every Trip,
Every Time. Drive Smart, Safe & Sober.

n$fflnui&r\ Wild

Pamper your pets at
Valley Vets!
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming
433-V HITS

498 University Blvd.

Across from COSTCO

A&E

Caile White. Editor
Jill Yaworski. Assisunt Editor
breezearls @ hoimail.com
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Dave Matthews Band guitarist to perform in Wilson Hall Nov. 16
Reynolds's East Coast tour brings acoustic stylings to JMU, Justin Jones to open Wednesday's concert
IY DOUG CALIAHAN
covnwwm.vc WRTTZR

Even though the talented guitarist Tim Reynolds is best known tor his guest spots on all Dave
Ma thews Band releases. Wednesday night, Reynolds will be bringing his eclectic mm of rock, jazz
and funk to JMU as a solo performer.
Wilson Hall is Reynolds's third stop on a short
East Coast tour, promoting his latest album. Parallel Universe. The album, a double disc on his own
label, T.R. Music, maintains Revnolds's tradition of

Ensiling the limits of what a guitar can do. With
is music heavily infused with experimentation of
loops and samples, Wednesday's show promises
to not just be a 90-minute guitar solo.
The show is being presented by Rise and
Shine Productions, a concert promotion comKm composed of JMU students enrolled in
III 422. Mikael Clago, local musician, concert
promoter and music industry professor, says the
company goes beyond just a class project. According to Rise and Shine Production's Web site,
rasponline.net, the company is a fully licensed

promotion and production company, completely
student-run.
Glago said Reynolds's talent and Virginia history were enough to influence the class to bring
him to|MU. Reynolds, who is known in the music
industry for his unique approach to acoustic and
electric guitar, spent 17 vears of his career in Charlottesville.
Having continuously collaborated with Dave
Matthews, he has a reputation among college students as a quality performer.
Opening Wednesday's show will be Justin

AMY PXrhMSONIphoto eduor
photo illustration by LAUREN PACX/art director

You think he might be "the one." You
melt when he looks into your eyes. You
can talk for hours about nothing. And
saying goodbye has become an epic novel. But in history class, you can't nelp but
imagine yourself on an island getaway
with the dark-eyed guy across the room.
Although you're committed to your boyfriend, you still fantasize about vour history class guy.
Is this normal? Should you feel
guilty? Is this cheating? One thing is
fur sure: you're not alone. Many people,
JMU students included, experience this
phenomenon, which popular culture and
the Novembtf issue of Marie Claire, has
dubbed "head sex." It involves either
f.int.isizing about or having an emotional connection with someone outside of a
committed relationship.
"This seems to be a problem
that is be-

"[Head sex] is as
common and as
unspoken about as
masturbation."
— Christine Robinson
assistant professor of sociology

coming more and more evident in our society, and one that is difficult to bnng to the
counseling setting," said Hillary Wing-Richards, assistant director uf Sexual Assault and
Substance Abuse Prevention at JMU.
"Head sex" keeps coming up more frequently in Wing-Ricnards's private practice.
It seems to be stemming from |in some cases! Internet chat rooms, becoming involved
emotionally or in one's head with the person
on the other end of the computer," WingRichards said. "It also seems to take place
in the work place, dreaming about the man
or woman in the next office, |or| having lifelike thoughts of what a sexual relationship
would be like."
Christine Robinson, assistant professor
of sociology and interdisciplinary liberal
studies, agrees. "Fantasizing is very common and has been documented in social
science literature on sexuality for decades,"
she said. "It's as common and as unspoken
about as masturbation."
Robinson, who specializes in the sociology of sexuality, adds, "Whether or not
fantasizing or having an emotional [or
sexual) relationship with a person outside
of vour partnership OOMtitUtCfl -heating'
depends on how the partners in a relationship define fidelity for their relationship"
Similarly, Wing-Richards argues that to label it as cheating
would depend on the interference with the partnership. "I
have worked with couples
where the party involved with
his 'head relationship' stresses
that it doesn't mean anything,"
Wing-Richards said. Sex has
not happened, but the problem
remains that the other spouse
is feeling cheated upon" He or
she may wonder whom the part-

Tickets for the 8 p.m. show are $12 with JAC
Card and $15 for the general public, and can be
purchased at the Warren Hall Box Office and at
Plan 9 in Harrisonburg.

Dating: Is it a lost
social practice?

HEAD SEX?

CONTRIBUTING WR/7EK

his Web site imtm~jones.com.

REVIEW

are you
having

BY KATE BRADY

Jones, a local singer, songwriter and guitarist.
Jones earned the opening spot by winning a contest held by Rise and Shine Productions. Junes'
style is heavilv influenced by blues and country,
and focuses primanly on acoustic guitar and folklike, storytelling lyrics. His debut album. Blue Rain,
has received excellent reviews and is available at

ner is thinking about while making love
or how "vivicr the thoughts are of their
own love.
Through her private practice, WingRichards finds that even though this person in one's head is not physically in the
picture, he or she is entering into the relationship and creating dysfunction.
Two JMU psychology majors relate
the cause of "head sex" to the theories of
Freud and Bowlby. Senior Katie Spencer
connects this phenomenon to the psychosexual stages of development. "Everything
is related to a stage in your life. If you become fixated on a certain stage, a problem
will develop," she said.
Spencer also believes this problem
stems from the affluence of pornography
in our society. "What would make a person fantasize about someone more than
that?" she said.
Spencer adds that head sex could
negatively impact the person being
cheated upon. It could devastate an
individual's self-concept, because in
relationships, we are partly defined by
our partners.
Similarly, sophomore psychology major Merel Broekhuizen relates this problem
to Bowlby's attachment theory, in which
relationship problems stem from childhood trauma. Broekhuizen said, "People
who have experienced this trauma are
quick to create an extra person who they
can really build on " She adds that most
people seek out a "back-up" to their «urrent relationship. That way, if the relationship doesn't work out, they can move on
to tne next person.
In essence, no one can accuse a person having "head sex" of cheating. However, there is no doubt that this behavior
could have detrimental effects on a relationship

Philosophy professor
Noel Hendrickson
answers question of
old, new rituals
IY JAMIE RIEGEI
CONTRIBUTING WRNFM

One of the strangest things about romantic love is
that everyone wants it, but no one tells us how to get
it. In Hanson Hall last Wednesday, philosophy professor Noel Hendrickson did just that, with his lecture
entitled, "Whatever Happened to 'Dating'?"
According to Hendrickson, dating was once a
simple pntcess involving several generally recognized
steps.
Step One: Obtain the phone number of a romantic
interest.
Step Two: Commence normal dating activities
such as dinner and a movie. These activities hopefully
involve some type of conversation, whether intensely
awkward or otherwise.
Step Three: If the experience was mutually enjoyed, the process is repeated until the relationship is
either ended or extended.
The central theme of Hendnckson's lecture was
that dating contains benefits missing from popular
culture, and that it should be continued as a beneficial
practice.
Hendrickson contrasted the old form of dating
with the two main strategies of today: the "hang out
and make out" strategy, and the more common "romantic interest" daring strategy. "Hang out and make
out" is, well, exactly as it sounds. A couple, usually
interacting within a large group of friends, begins to
have romantic feelings for each other and the relationship progresses further into a more physical realm.
With the "romantic interest" strategy, two people pursue romantic feelings prior to friendship.
According to Aristotle's theory of friendship, of
which Hendrickson highlighted the main points, the
more bme two people spend together pursuing a
shared interest, the closer they become as a result until
,i Inendship is bom. Romantic love, however, does not
follow this same pattern. The main interest of two lovers is merely eacn other, implying that romantic love
is structurally different from friendship. Thus, according to Aristotle, romantic love and friendship cannot
evolve from one to the other; instead, they remain as
two separate entities.
Many students who attended the event did not
agree, including freshman Jessica Austin, said, "You
should be best friends with the person you want to
marry."
Hendrickson also listed four minimal rules of dating — rules that distinguish romance from fnendship.
First, there must be an explicit sign that one person is
interested in another romantically. Second, romantic
love requires more effort than friendship. Third, romance requires different responsibilities and benefits
than friendship. And fourth, romantic love requires
some underlying reason for a person to be attracted to
another. In other words: be interesting!
Hendrickson concluded with the conviction that
one should never lower his or her standards fur another. He believes a willingness to compromise standards shows insecurity, a trait highly unattractive in
both men and women. In the end, Hendrickson challenges students to concern themselves with the quality of love rather than the quantity: "Make it not about
how many people you have loved, but rather about
how mucn you have loved one person," he said.

fcVIN SHOAP senior ptuHographn

In Hanson Hall last Wednesday, philosophy professor Noel Hendrickson held a lecture entitled,
"Whatever Happened to 'Dating'?" During his
speech, he told the audience that It Isn't possible for two people of the opposite sex to be
friends. Many students who attended the event
did not agree, saying the partners In a relationship should be friends before they are lovers.

SPORTS
CAROLYN »AI M K ..

Matthew Stoss. Editor
Meagan Mihalko. Assistant Editor
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Dukes slow Express

' phlofmphcr

JMU sophomore forward
Tamera Young drive* the lane
In Saturday night's exhibition game against the M.I.
Express2. Young finished
with double-double, scoring
16 points and grabbing 14
rebounds. The Dukes open
their regular season Friday
when they host University of
Richmond at the Convocation
Center.

Dickinson leads
JMU with 22
points Saturday
■v

MATTHEW STOSS

STOUTS

torn*

Somewhere in the middle of
the first half of Saturday night's
JMU women's basketball team's
exhibition ^____^^_^^^

fhemeM.r'En:! Women's
Press2.

IMI

Basketball

center * "S^ ^^edith
Alexis Express
40
set .1 pick thai JMU
75
wrecked
5foot-8 Express guard lannika
Banks olf the hardwood — an
apt microcosm of the game as a
whole.
The Dukes, picked to finish second in the Colonial Athletic Association, put together
two runs — a 16-3 run midway
through the first half and a 14-4
stretch to start off the second en
route to handling the barnstorming Express 75-40 at the Convo-

cation Ci-nttr
"We teach her to do that — not
to hurt anyone, but to set the pick
and set it hard," JMU women's
basketball coach Kenny Brooks
said. "You do that and you make
them gun shy, and Meredith is
pretty imposing. You're hitting a
brick wall."
Alexis wasn't the only "brick
wall" in the way of the Express.
The Dukes had two players finish with double-doubles,
first sophomore forward Tamera
Young grabbed 14 rebounds and
scored 16 points, while going
4 for 6 from 3-point land. Joining Young was Alexis, who also
posted a double-double with 11
points and 12 rebounds.
"I've been working on my
shot with the coaches more so
than last year," Young said. "I'm
Irving to take my time more and
let the game come to me more."
However, the Dukes were led
by junior shooting guard Lesley
Dickinson, who dropped a gamehigh 22 points, while going 8 of
12 from the field and snagging
live rebounds In 2g minutes.
I was nervous like I always
am before a game," Dickinson said. "Andrea |Benvenuto|

started me off with a nice pass I
scored off of, and the best way to
start off is with a bucket."
Too bad the Express couldn't.
In the first half, they shot 25 percent from the floor then got a little worse in the second, shooting
13.8 percent to finish with 19.3
percentage for the game. Their
leading scorer, Lawanda Newman, had 16 points while going 5
for 17. However, despite holding
the visiting Express to anemic
shooting percentages. Brooks
wasn't entirely pleased with the
Dukes' performance.
"Overall, I was a little disappointed," Brooks said. "1 think
we played down to M.I. Express's
level. Some players played well,
some didn't perform the way I
wanted them to. It was an opportunity for us to play for fun
where it really didn't count."
JMU's regular season opens
Friday, when it hosts the University of Richmond in a non-conference matchup between the CAA
and the Atlantic 10. Last year, the
Spiders went 23-8 and 12-4 in the
A-10, while procuring a bid to the
NCAA tournament. Richmond
see BBALL. page 10

Madison Banks Villa nova
Junior running back
rushes for 114 yards
in Madison's victory
■Y JAMES IRWIN
SINIOH. WR/TEK

For the first time in a month, the JMU football team played like the defending l-AA national champions, and 1 Ml coach Mickey Matthews thinks it might be enough to keep the
Dukes' faint playoff hopes alive.
In an offensive effort that mirrored last
season's national title run,
JMU (6-4 overall, 4-3 in the
Atlantic 10 conference) got
Saturday
100-yard rushing games
from junior tailbacks Mau- Vlllanova 13
nee Fenner and Alvin Banks JMU
28
■ad used a tight red zone
defense to beat the Vlllanova University Wildcats 28-13 Saturday at Bridgeforth Stadium.
"It felt like last year a lot," said Fenner, who
finished with a game-high 131 yards on 16 carries. "The Oline did a real good job and it was
important having both of us fresh."
Banks finished with 116 yards. Both tailbacks had touchdown runs as the Dukes
amassed 291 yards on the ground. They ran on
m «r\ offensive play of the fourth quarter.
"I thought it was probably our best offensive game of the year," Matthews said. "I
thought our offensive line played well. We
were able to do what we wanted."
Early on so could the Wildcats, who took
the game's opening kickoff and marched 72
yards in 11 plays culminating in tailback Martin Gibson's 1-yard touchdown run. At die end
of the first quarter, Villanova led 10-7 and the

Football

I YIN SlIOAP/viM*phi'tonrapher

JMU running back Alvln Banks dashes for some yards behind his offensive line In Saturday's Atlantic 10 game against Vlllanova.

JMU's postseason
destiny out of
Dukes9 control
OK, let's talk logistics.
JMU football * playoffs ■ unlikely.
I'm not saying JMU will not get into the
2005 NCAA Division l-AA playoffs, but
at this point it's not looking too good,
and here is why.
Last time the Atlantic 10 was able to
send four teams to the 16-team playoff
vas last season, and that was the first
time that had ever occurred But that

only happened because JMU, the < ol
lege of William & Mary, and the I Diversity of Delaware had a three-way tie
for the A-10 South title. Also. the* VMTr
all 7-1 in the conference. The University
of New Hampshire snagged the North
title and a playoff spot as well, but that
doesn't really matter right now.
So, the A-10, being the strongest conference in l-AA football, is most likely going to send at least two teams, whoever
wins the North and whoever wins the
South. New Hampshirt- is going to "in
the North because they beat the University
of Massachusetts. However, both are going to end up 7-1 in the conference. New
Hampshin''s one k** was to the College of

William & Mary, whose loss to Delaware
over the weekend
by a point secured Tw SHOUT RSPORT
their chances of not
getting in.
And
guess
who is winning
the South tfiis year
Yep, the University of Richmond
After dismissing
low son University Saturday afternoon in a convincing 48-21 route, the MEAGAN MlMAlHO
Spiders will take
the Southern title with a record of 7-1 or

Dukes out of CAA tourney
9

Men s soccer
falls to Pride
in overtime
NORFOIJC — The |Ml
men's soccer team was eliminated from the
Colonia I
Athletic Association
tournament
Friday
Friday, losing 3-2 to JMU
Hofstra Hofstra
3
[ University
I in the second round at ODU
I Soccer Stadium.

Men's
Soccer

Hofstra midfielder Adrian
Papaluca scored his first goal
of the season wiuS 2:23 k'ft in
the first overtime to lift the second-seeded Pride over the thirdseeded I Hikes
The Dukes started i>ff hot
when junior midfielder Kurt
Morsink scored in the 16th minute fnim 10 yards out off a pass
tnwn junior forward Jon Bntton.
JMU never trailed in the
game until Papaluca's gamewinning overtime goal.
Hofstra tied the game back
up in the 41st minute when Michael Todd found the back i»f the
net 3V seconds later, Madis.m n^
gained the lead when sophomore
forward Frankie I J'AgiMino

scored his first goal of the year.
Hofstra scored the next two
goals.
JMU
2 0-0—2
Hofstra 1 1-1 — 3
Coals
JMU — Kurt Morsink 16:03
Hoi — Michael Todd 41:50
JMU — Frankie D'Agostino
4229
Hof —Chris Cox 84:48
Hof — Adrian Papaluca
Saves
JMU — Kevin Traop 8; Hof —
\.<ittluiis(.jumbrecnt3.
Records: |ML (12-6-2), Hofstra

6-Z depending on the outcome, of their
matchup with William & Mary this Saturday.
Now that it is lor certain that JMU
will not have a share of the South title,
the big question that remains i1- this will
.i tram that is 7-4 overall and 5-3 in the
conference get in? On top of that, take
into consideration that the four losses
were decided by a total of lh punts.
The losses were close. .ind the
wins were tomiiking, lor the most
part. The Dukes blew out I ocfc Haven
University, Delaware Stale I diversity,
Hofstra University and the University
ot Maine. But, I wouldn't sav their lastsecond win in Williamsburg was con-

see WIN, page 10

vincing, and they could have done a
little more to help their case by scoring
more against Villanova University, but
it s too late now.
Also, we have to look at strength
of schedule. JMU may have had one
of the toughest October schedules,
"Living at I Mass. then at Delaware
and then hosting Richmond, but they
also beat the crap out of two sub-par
teams ('laving a Division II team like
Lock Haven doesn't help their case
very much, especially when Richmond
played Vanderbilt University. Although
the Spiders did play Virginia Military Insee MIHALKO, page 10

ANDREW BOR(WI.M<
• imlribuimg phmofraphtr

JMU men's basket
ball coach Dean
Keener and JMU
women's basketball
coach Kenny Brooks
autograph some mini
basketballs at Friday
night's tip-off banquet. The keynote
speaker was former
Duke player and cur
rent ESPN analyst
Jay Bllas.
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* T BBALL: JMU wins exhibition
game Saturday night at Convo

WIN: Madison
disposes of 'Nova
WIN, from page 9
;ame had all the early makings
>)f a shoot-out.
TWo Villanova turnovers put
.in end to that.
JMU turned a 10-7 deficit into
121-10 lead in less than five minjtes. The Dukes received their
first gift when Villanova quarterback Frank Jankowski threw
in interception into the hands of
IMU sophomore linebacker |m-in Barnes. The Dukes turned the
Dick into points on minor quarterback (ustin Rascati's 3-yard
touchdown pass to senior tight
<*nd Casime Harris.
On Villanova's next offensive
play, Gibson rumbled and the
Dukes drove 45 yards and scored
in Fenner's touchdown run.
"I think it looked like things
were going back and forth," Matthews said. "All of a sudden we
'iad the upper hand."
JMU took a 21-13 lead into
the locker room, then made the
advantage stand up with a punishing ground game and solid
defense. Despite Villanova's
pedigree as a passing team, the
Dukes focused on stopping the
run.
"The first thing we try to do
is shut down the run," sophomore free safety Tony LeZotte
»aid "We want to make them
one-dimensional."
The Dukes did that by bottling Gibson, who finished with
43 yards on 20 carries. But the
effect worked in the secondary
as well. Jankowski finished 30 of
47 for 363 yards but didn't throw
A touchdown pass and failed to
cash in on three red zone drives
tn the second half.
That's the product of a
voung quarterback." Villanova
coach Andy Talley said. "When
you get in the red zone the game
t$ets very fast. Things tighten
Things closed

completely

with 7:50 left in the game. Down
28-13, the Wildcats saw their
last chance slip awav when the)
came up empty four times from
the JMU 8-yard line.
"They're a playoff team
whether they make it or not,'
Talley said of JMU. "Fruit's uh.il
a plavoff team look-, like "
Whether the I-AA playoffs
selection committee will share
Tallev's sentiments remains to IK*
seen. JMU needs a win — possi
bly a big one — in its final regular season game against Towson
University and some help along
the way Matthews, however,
trunks a win equals a bid.
"I think we're going to be
there." Matthews said of the
playoffs. "Obviously we have to
win next week but we feel like
we're going to be at the top of
the list of the 7-4 teams. At some
point in bme there's going to be a
7-4 team in the playoffs."
VU — 10 3 0 0
JMU—7 14 7 0
Passing: VU — Frank Jankowski 3(W7-1 363 0; JMU — Justin
Rascati 10-13-0 1451.
Rushing: VU — Martin Gibson 2043, Matt Dicken 2-3, JJ.
Outlaw l(-2), Frank Jankowski
3-(-7); JMU — Maurice Fenner
16-127, Alvin Banks 25-114, Justin Rascati 5-36, Raymond Hines
5-9, Rodney Landers 2-8.
Receiving: VU — JJ. Outlaw
10-94, John Dieser 6-107, Martin
Givson 5-51, Christopher Polite
4-43, Matthew Sherry 2-36, Anton Ridley 2-27, Phil Atkinson
1-5; JMU — Ardon Bransford 370, Chris Hawkins 2-23, Tommie
Lawrence 1-29, Sean Connaghan
1-9, Dexter Manley 1-9, Casime
Harris 1-3, Marvin Brown 1-2.
Records: VU (4-6,2-5 A-10), JMU
(6-4,4-3 A-10).

IMU fnmfgtS
oppiH'd its season with a win
ova Hampton I mwrsiiv In
tin- hrst round ot the preseason

WNti

< AW in N \V\I -SI R wn*» -V»>r,.v„i,Vj, i
JMU's Meredith Alexis goes for
a rebound In Saturday's win.

"I'm going i<I wait I whilebeloiv I make my rudgment |on the
teani|," Rnioks said. 'Richmond
to DOOM in hen- and be
deeper and more in shape."
I .ist year. Madison went
1H-I1 overall and lost in the
second round of the CAA
tournament to the University
>>t I Vl.uvare. U of Rand Madison tip off at 7 p.m.

MIHALKO, from page 9
in.'st of us will look .it th.it .is
an equivalent to our I rxfc Haven name, it isn't. VMI may
not bo that good, hut they're a
l-AA team.
So, the question becomes,
do the defending national
champions — who are now
at best a 7-4 team with four
close losses and a blowout
win against a Division II
school — deserve a spot in
the playoffs?
Villanova coach Andy Tal-

ley pointed out with the A10's strength of conference, a
7-4 record here, rs comparable
to an 8-3 record in other areas
of the country. However, he
pointed out that JMU's Division II game could potentially
hurt its consideration.
I ast time a team with that
kind of record went to the
playoffs was in 2003. It was
Montana State University,
and they were 7-5. The catch
— they had a share of their
conference title, something

European Vehicle Sales. Service, ami l';m>
M ID
ATLANTIC
mCDTIZDR -UJERKE5

JMU Special: 10% off
(540)43.V 9300

JMU — Shirley McCall 3-8 24 S, Meredith Alexis 4-8 3-6
11, Andrea Benvenuto 0-5 0-0
ft l.imera Young 6-12 0-2 16.
Kisha Stokes 3-li 1-2 7, Shameena Felix 0-2 0-0 0, Jasmin
Lawrence 0-0 4-4 4, Angelique
Robinson 3-5 1-2 7. Totals 2763 17-29 75. 3-point goals: 4-8
Tamera Young 4.

20 20 — 40
40 35 — 75

M.I. E2 — Lawanda Newman
5-17 6-7 16, |uel Woodard 01 4-5 4, Angela Sye 0-4 0-0 ft
LaToya Taylor 1-9 1-2 4, Candice Edwards 1-8 1-2 5. Asia
Carroll 2-12 0-2 6, Tannika
Banks 0-1 1-2 1. Tiffany |ohn-

^^^

JMU won't have.
Basically, there are three
clear-cut A-10 teams that deserve to go to the playoffs, and
JMU isn't one of them, based
on their record. But things get
sticky here.
JMU is the defending national champion, we have a
good stadium and can draw a
large fan base (although that
wasn't very apparent Saturday afternoon, but that's a different story).
And while JMU coach

Mickey Matthews said Saturday after the game that he
believes they'll be in the playoffs, and there is still hope that
the last game isn't really the
last game, there's nothing else
JMU can do.
They've got to win next
weekend, and then all they
can do is wait and see if the
selection committee gives
them an at-large bid to the
playoffs.
Meagan Mihalko is a jumot
SMAD major.

The off-campus
health center
EmergTCare

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Fri: 9am-8pm Sat: 10am-4pm
s„„: 1,„„.(,,„„ 540-432-9996

J.I Market Sired
<)|X'ii 7 Days .1 Week

1W1MOUMMO

VILLAGES.

M.I. Express2
IMU

No Appointment
Nece»wury

www midatlanticniotorwerkes.coni

SHOP fair trade.

son 0-1 0-0 0, Lakia Davidson
(Ml 0-0 0, Arm Patterson .' i
0-0 4. Totals 14-68 15-22 40 3point goals 3-11: l.aToya Taylor, Asia Carroll 2.

MIHALKO: Playoff hopes out of JMU's control now

on Diagnostics. Parts, and Service!

Read The Breeze Sports

"Come Friday, we'll be
ready," Alexis said. "We're
going to work really hard
and nave good practice-, tmi
week."

755-A Cantrell Ave. Next to Hardee's

INVEST in your m R)
Indulge in handcrafted
^^^^
home decor, textiles, pottery,
baskets and |ewelry. Invest in
education, housing and hope
tor villages in 32 countries.

-^ Looking for a great
on-campusjob?

AD^E|tf|Sity£

FAIRLY TRADED HANDICRAFTS

540 - 433 - 4KK( I
731 AMI. Clinton Pike
Harrisonburg. VA 22802

Gain invaluable experience This position handles ad sales and creative
Establish priceless marketing to clients. All majors are eligible to apply,
Connections in the industry! but interest in sales and marketing Is a mustl

Present this coupon
for 10% OFF
a single purchase
thru November 26th

Great pay! The more you ^° oimne to download the student employment
sell, the more you make! aPPUcaUonathttP;//wwwjmu.edu/stuempioy/
students.shtml and e-mail It to the_breeze@Jmu.edu
15 Q.0 hour* ner week addressed BS "Attn: Bree Mills". Attach resume and
ween. references if possible.
Call 568.6127 or e-mail the_breeze@Jmu.edu for more information.

()|K'ii Mon. - sat. 0:30am - 5:00pm

Quiznos Sub
"MIV11V1...TOASTY!"

Day Spa and Salon

Free Haircut
With Color or Highlight

FLEX and all major
credit cards accepted!

Spa Treatments
passage
\a 1 Is

Facials

Hair Services

Free Small Soda

37 Burgess Rd.
|
near the Harrisonburg | with purchase of any sandwich
Crossing Shopping Center.
With this coupon, Exp. 11/20/05
(540)432-1302
One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with

Relaxation Awaits You!

any other offer.

J

Mon, Wed, I-ri 10 am-6 pm
Sat 10 am-2 pin
Food Lion Shopping Center
Port Republic Rd.
Harrisonburg, Va
(540) 574-0808

CLASSIFIED
HOUSES: Large house* for 200607.
Mosl allow pets, many with
fenced yards
I - 10 bedrooms
Individual leases. Sec our sile for actual
availability, photos and floorplatu. www.
castlcproperty com ($40) 364-2659

1-YR.OLD TOWNHSE SUBLEASE
C«' (Glen-side) Availabile Dec IDJuly 31. S3507mo.. Internet and trash
included. M/E okay, email Jessica
lawja-Sjmu.edu
(757)
8)1-4778

SIIHI I \SI FOR SPRINli SI Ml SII K
Room available in January at 845 South
Mifh St $215/ month plus utilities
Pets allowed? Contact Lindsey email*
caldwelmfttmu edu (540) JO9-6804

SUBLEASE FOR SPRING! SUBLEASE
FOR SPRING! Apartment available
for Spring 2006 Quiet, single bedroom
apartment with washer/dryer and A/C.
Within walking distance of campus
Rent is J425/month(OBO) • UU. If
interested
email
Gibsonnpr-ijmu
edu
or
call
(540)
287-7945

TOWNHOME FOR RENT Liberty
Square 2 bed 2.5 bath, washer, dryer,
microwave, walkout basement, short
term lease possible $900 ($40) 313-7064

I ROOM FOR SUBLET SPRING 06'
In Pheasant Run Townhomcs, 382.50
including all utilities. 3 female roommates
i.edu
(540) 207-4594

Victorian House- 4 BR I '/. bath. High
ceilings, wood floors 65 South Brook
Ave. DSL. $270/ June lease 234-8584
Ranch
4 BR Housefinished
basement, parking, laundry, hardwood
floors. AC, Behind Olde Mill. DSL.
1534 Central Ave. $270/ 12 month
lease.234-8584
(540)
234-8584
ROOM AVAILABLE ASAP Large
bedroom in 3 BD house Rent: $250/
mth Pets allowed Free parking. 15
minwalkloJMU. M or F wanted Email
lewk.ihscOjmu.edu or call(703)9l 5-1321
SUBLEASE AVAILABLE SPRING
06 560 Pheasant Run! Room available
Spnng 06. May and June session Guy
or girl okay, pets okay $315/ month.
Internet included! Call Richard (301)
922-2605
email:
sinesrafajmu edu
AIM (OR REOT JAN-JULY 15 Quiet,
pnvace. clow I BR apt across form
Quad. $425/mo
Cookam{a)jmu edu
AVAILABLE NOW! ROOM TO
SUBLEASE - 351 Pheasant Run- from
November lo July 06- guy or girl - pets
OK- $ 315 month- internet connection.
Call Shawn 7035938081 or email:
leistesnVfljmu edu-- (540) 879-2951
SPRING W SUBLEASE Room
available for Spring 2006.
Quiet
house of five senior guys looking
for another roomate
The house is
clean, carpeted. AC. fully furnished.
$2207monih ♦ Utl
Within walking
distance of campus. If Interested email
StnithdPajmu edu or call (757) 784-0537
Room avail for rent w/ 3 males.
Jan-Jul.'-W. Commons apu. Price
negot (under $300) (57|) 643-4570
SPRING SUBLEASE FOR $219 One
bedroom available in a great condo
with * guys
Utilites fee includes
cable and internet access New paint
and carpet Great deal! Contact Neil at
fijwalkerCashentel.net (540) 465-3146

APPLIANCES FOR SALL - GL LG CAP
FRIG FRZ - GE STOVE 30" - BOTH
ALMD/CLfcAN OE LG CAP WASHER
& DRYER WHITE $$$NEG OR BEST
> il I I K BEFORE 9PM ($40) 433-3864
CAR FOR SALE 02 Mazda Protege
sunroof.
pwr
locksA
windows,
new tires, great on gas! 60K miles
only
$10,000
(540)
280-2679
1998 DODGE DAKOTA SLT lowing
package camper shell 4X4 new tires 69K
milesl.ikeNe»$89501arry(540)908-5743
GEO METRO. 1997. Auto. New
I ires. CD. I20K. 578-0782. $1,000

Help Wanted
^BARTENDING! $250/day Potential
No experience necessary Training
provided. (800) 965-6520 Ext2l2
WE PAY UP TO $75 per survey
««« (ietPaidToThink.com
RESPONSIVE
MAS \( ,1 Ml NI
(www.responsivemanagement.com), a
wildlife/natural resource research firm
is hiring polite, professional, reliable
people to conduct telephone research
surveys (NO SALES). Part-lime evening
hours;
Sunday-Saturday;
schedule
varies based on project needs; Apply
at 130 Franklin Street (540) 432-1888
BUSINESS INTERNSHIP Manage your
own (cam in Woodbndgc, Centrevillc. or
MamssasVa Earn $5,000 - $20,000 for
the summer. Contact for spring 06 at
wwwjahlongroupncl
1-800-658-3847

|

Services

AESTHETICS

BREfiK!
Bahamas Party

|

Cruise

$806 broup Fundraiser
Bonus

$299

Cancun $559
Acapulco $629

4 hours of your group's time
PLUS our free (yes. free)
fundraising programs EQUALS
$1,000-53,000 in earnings for your
group
Call TODAY for up to $600 in
bonuses when you schedule your
fundraiser with CampusFundraiser

kfltta BMBI htm fty. fort*** hm SIT*
SpringBrwkTravQl.com
1100^71-6116

Contact CampusFundraiser
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www. campusfundraiscr. com
ROCK! Don't miss Sun Dried Opossum
tearing it up at The Pub. Original rock and
jam lo keep you going all night Fn 11/18
$5. 21 A up. www.sundncdmus.ccom
SLUMBER PARTY Hosting bridal
shower, bachclorenc party or just want
lo have tun'" Live in the H'burg. DC.
Richmond areas?Book a "Slumber
Party" and enjoy an evening of
lingerie, lotions, laughter and FUN.
E-mail
dukc2004(Shotmailcom lo
book a party and receive free products'

BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE! 5 Days From
$299! Includes meals, taxes, entry lo
exclusive MTV events, beach parties
with celebrities As seen on Real
World. Road Rules' On campus reps
needed!
www.
SprtngBreakTravcl
com PromoCodc. 31 1-800-678-6386
CANCUN. ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $499! Travel with America's
largest
A
ethics
award-winning
spnng break company! Fly scheduled
airlines.
free
meals.
beverages.
biggesi celebrity parties! On-campus
marketing reps needed! PromoCode. 32
www.SpringBreakTravel com
1JJHV678-M^i9l9l»,X.xxiS7

DIVERSE BEATS ENTERTAINMENT.
Two D. J's Spinning Hip-Hop.
Drum ft Bass. House, and Soul
Contact us at (540) 421-6308

I'l.i. i .in nd in Tin
Breezt classifieds today!

SPRING BREAK Early Booking
Specials - FREE Meals ft Drinks • $50
Deposit • Group Discounts -800-2347007
www endlcsssummcnours com

Advertising Account

1

WANT TO WORK. WITH A ^R.EATSTAFF?
WANT
EXPERIENCE?

N, i

T»«

To Apply: download student employment
application at www.jmu.edu/stuemploy/students and
e-mail to the_breeze(gjjmu.edu, ATTN: Bree Mills

WORK. FOR THB 'RR.eeZ, 6!
FOR MORE INFO:

Healthy Hablu Planning Coalition

- Tuesday, November 15
- 7:00 p.m., ISAT 236
- Passport Event!

FITNESS

(5 min. from JMU)

H Locker Room FacKies
HbMLoofcre
H No Initiation Fee
H One^Wbete

Water Town Carter

HtmgBafc&SraOnfai
H Tread*, Bikes
H Stair-Steppers. Cross-Trainers
H Cybex. CircuJt Equpment
H Fuf Ine of FREE Weights

L He St ft. KfeV

mm ^■k**#?axom 432*176

m-f9aw-8pm
sat 9am-5pm

- 7:30 p.m., HHS 0207
•Get a Feel for Sex
Sotual Health Planning Coalition

Other Services

- Thursday, November 17
-7:30 p.m., ISAT 159
- Passport Event!

mineral make-up by colorescience#
weight loss/cellulite control •

• BULLY-Proof

skin disorder treatments •

Youth Violence Prevention Planning Coalition

"It's Your Life and
It Sure Looks Good!"

- Monday, November 21
- 12:30 p.m., HHS 2201
- For Faculty, Staff & Students
- Methamphetamine Prevention & Pre Natal
Care Planning Coalitions sponsoring
community/school programs. Call Dr.
McAllister, x87097, for more information.

Call (540) 437-1296
1992 Medical Avenue, Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Harrisonburg Crossing, across from
the WAL-MART
For Quick Pick up call

540-564-0105

$7.99

•tin through May

Student Rate

- Tuesday, November 15

• 5TD testing

Xtra Large 16" Cheese
and a Miter Soda

41

Athletic Aging Planning Coalition

•pap smear evaluation & Irealments
• complete gynecological exams

%v\, i a Month

•*I\J t

• What Now: Life After the Spotlight

• birth control planning & morning after

MONDAY:

<{#*«%

O "me_»Reez.E(g;Mn.Et>n

• Fighting the Freshman Fifteen

• laser hair reduction

\|»|ili. .mis I 'iilij

k mail tne_biTCzc@jmu.eau (or more iii|ormnrion

UK.E TO WRITE?

- Monday, November 14
- 7:00 p.m., ISAT 259 (Ntelos Room)

• acne treatments

I.MIS

T^\\l

Acceaa to Health Insurance for Graduating Seniors Planning Coalition

• spa products

executive

15-20 hours/week

• Think Insurance!

Complete Office Gynecology

Le r>reeze
I I 1
urmg;

"TravH

FALL, 2005
Health Program Planning and Evaluation
■
Campus Programs

r\ECOUHiY
& GYSECO>

I www.thebreeze.org I MONDAY, NOV. 14,2005 111

iJriKL

HAM'S RESTAURANT looking for
local student's for all positions Fun
atmosphere Meal and medical benefits
offered. Apply in person between
2pm and 4pm Mon.-Thurv Located at
221 University Blvd. (540) 574-4267

FT/PT SEASONAL HIRES The World's
largest Sporting Goods Industry is
seeking Ft/Pi seasonal hires to join
the Tyson's Comer*,Vienna) Virginia
store. Great pay, flexible hours, and
an employee discount. Call Glynna (a
The Sports Authority' (571) 265-5084

|H L 'Idee
N^2^^

THE BREEZE

TUESDAY:
Xtra Large 16" Mopping pizza

$7.99

Lunch Specials MonSat 11-3 pm

*2 Large Cheese slices and a 16oz drink - $4.50
•1 Panini, 1 slice of Cheese and a 16oi drink - $5.25
*Snup of the Day, and 6 pepperoni bites - $4.95

Please bring this ad with you

scrapbooking CRAFT HOUSE
dramng&painting WNtffAw.
yarn&knitting between Valley Mall
matting&framing
& Costco
beads,beak Mods 434-9987
&so much more WttOffW/JKCtift

Need some Extra Cash?
<fc

$

JAMES OCHONE
4>

antique

^ jewelry

<f (h
.J)

^)

Buying
Tiffany & Co., Cartier, Yurman, Hidalgo Jewelry
(high school rings, ect.l ' MUST be 18 w/ two ID's

121

MONDAY, NOV.

14. 2005 I wwv\;thebreere.ori-

THE BREEZE

TOWNHOMES

JMUs home away
from home. ,_«/

